Tree sets are posets with additional structure that generalize tree-like objects in graphs, matroids, or other combinatorial structures. They are a special class of abstract separation systems.
Introduction
This paper is a sequel to, and assumes familiarity with, two earlier papers [2, 5] . The first of these [2] introduced finite abstract separation systems, whereas the latter [5] laid the foundations for extending the theory of separation systems to a broad class of infinite separation systems.
The theory of abstract separation systems introduced in [2] aims to generalize the notion of tangles, a notion originally invented and studied by Robertson and Seymour in [7] to capture highly connected objects or regions in graphs, from graphs to other types of highly cohesive regions in graphs, matroids, or other combinatorial structures. The fundamental idea of Robertson and Seymour in [7] was to describe dense objects in graphs not directly, say by specifying a set of vertices, but indirectly, by having each low-order separation of the graph point towards that object. In contrast to specifying a list of vertices, this indirect approach allows one to capture objects or regions in the graph that are highly-connected in a global sense but not locally. A typical example for such a region is a large grid in a graph: since every vertex of a grid has low degree, the grid cannot be said to be locally highly connected. However, a large grid still constitutes a dense and highly cohesive structure in a graph, as witnessed by the fact that a large grid forces high tree-width.
For tangles in graphs, Robertson and Seymour [7] proved two fundamental types of theorems: a tree-of-tangles theorem, which shows how to find a tree-like shape in the graph which displays all the different tangles in that graph, and a tangle-tree duality theorem, which shows that if a graph has no tangles (of a particular order), then the entire graph can be cut by low-order separations into a tree-like structure witnessing this absence of tangles. Both of these types of theorems can be established in the framework of abstract separation systems. In fact, for the special case of separations of graphs, Robertson and Seymour's original version of these theorem can be obtained from the generalized abstract theorems [4, 6] .
In [5] the foundations were laid for extending the tree-of-tangles theorem and the tangle-tree duality theorem to infinite separation systems: [5] introduced, and studied, separation systems that are profinite -i.e. which are determined by the finite separation systems they induce. For this class of separation systems it is then possible to establish a tree-of-tangles theorem and a tangle-tree-duality theorem by applying and lifting their finite versions using compactness arguments [1] .
The central object in both the tree-of-tangles theorem as well as the tangle-tree duality theorem for abstract separation systems, apart from the tangles themselves, is the structure of a tree set, a nested separation system without any trivial elements: the tree-of-tangles theorem finds a tree set which distinguishes a given set of tangles, and the tangle-tree duality theorem finds a tree set witnessing that there are no tangles. The understanding of extensions of these theorems from finite to profinite separation systems thus necessitate a thorough understanding of the properties of profinite tree sets.
A recurring question for profinite separation systems is the following: if every induced finite subsystem has a certain property, does this property carry over to the profinite system -and conversely, if the profinite separation system has a certain structure, can its induced finite subsystems be assumed to have that structure, too? In [5] affirmative answers to both parts of this question were given for two of the most basic properties of separation systems: nestedness and regularity. A profinite separation system is nested as soon as all its finite subsystems are; and every nested profinite separation system can be obtained from suitable finite nested systems. For the second part a straightforward compactness argument is used to show that, in fact, all relevant separations of almost all finite subsystems are nested. The same assertion, and indeed the same general argument, holds for regularity, too [5, Proposition 5.6] .
In this paper we give a positive answer to the above question for the structural property of being a tree set, that is, being nested and containing no trivial separations (see [2, 5] for formal definitions). Concretely, we show the following: Theorem 1.1.
(i) Every inverse limit of finite tree sets is a tree set.
(ii) Every profinite tree set is an inverse limit of finite tree sets.
The first part of Theorem 1.1 is similar to the first part of Proposition [5, Proposition 5.6]. However, the second part of Theorem 1.1 is much more difficult to show. The reason for this is that the compactness arguments used for nestedness and regularity do not work for tree sets: as [5, Example 5.7] shows it is possible that a separation is nontrivial in the profinite tree set, but that each of its induced finite separations is trivial in the respective finite subsystem. This makes it impossible to obtain the profinite tree set from finite tree sets by simply passing to suitable finite subsystems, as in the proof of [5, Proposition 5.6] .
In order to prove Theorem 1.1 we will formulate a way of breaking up a given profinite tree τ set into finitely many parts in such a way that these parts form a finite tree set. The technical details of this are somewhat involved and are laid out in Section 3.2. Following that, in Section 3.3, we will show that a carefully selected family of these finite tree sets can be used to re-obtain the profinite tree set τ . To get this re-assembly of τ to work we shall need to assume some that τ has certain structural properties; thus, to finish our proof of Theorem 1.1, we then need to verify that all profinite tree sets indeed have these structural properties. In doing so we will also obtain a characterization of the profinite tree sets in purely combinatorial terms.
Finally, in Section 4, we apply the knowledge gained in the previous sections to extend certain representation theorems to profinite tree sets. In those theorems we seek to represent a tree set τ as a separation system of bipartitions of a suitable groundset. This is easy to do in principle (see [3] ), but becomes a challenging problem when one wants to minimize the groundset used for the representation.
Separation Systems
For definitions and a basic discussion of abstract separation systems as well as of tree sets we refer the reader to [2] and [3] . Additionally, we shall use the following terms.
We call a separation co-small if its inverse is small. If an oriented separation → r is trivial and this is witnessed by some separation s, we also call the orientations → s , ← s of s witnesses of the triviality of → r . If σ is a splitting star of some separation system → S , and σ has size at least three, we call σ a branching star of → S and its elements branching points of → S . We shall be using the following two lemmas from [2] : The splitting stars of the edge tree set → E(T ) of a tree T , for example, are the sets F t of edges at a node t all oriented towards t. By this correspondence, the nodes of T can be recovered from its edge tree set; if T is finite, its nodes correspond bijectively to its consistent orientations.
Given two separation systems R, S, a map f :
S is a homomorphism of separation systems if it commutes with their involutions and respects the ordering on → R. Formally, we say that f commutes with the involutions of
Note that the condition for f to be order-respecting is not 'if and only if': we allow that f (
, so f need not preserve strict inequality. A bijective homomorphism of separation systems whose inverse is also a homomorphism is an isomorphism.
We shall now prove two handy lemmas which provide sufficient conditions for a homomorphism of separation systems to be an isomorphism. These lemmas will be tailored towards their intended applications in Section 3 but may be of some use in general.
As all trivial separations are small every regular nested separation system is a tree set. These two properties, regularity and nestedness, are preserved by homomorphisms of separations systems, albeit in different directions: the image of nested separations is nested, and the pre-image of regular separations is regular.
S be a homomorphism of separation systems. If S is regular then so is R; and if R is nested then so is its image in S. S of separation systems is an isomorphism of tree sets without knowing beforehand that either R or S is a tree set:
Proof. First suppose some
S be a bijective homomorphism of separation systems. If R is nested and S is regular then f is an isomorphism of tree sets.
Proof. From Lemma 2.3 it follows that both R and S are regular and nested, which means they are regular tree sets. Therefore all we need to show is that the inverse of f is order-preserving, i.e. that
2 ) be given. Since R is nested r 1 and r 2 have comparable orientations. If
, contradicting the fact that S is a regular tree set.
Finally if
, contradicting the fact that S is regular. Hence → r 1 ≤ → r 2 , as desired.
In our applications we sometimes already know that S is a tree set, but not that S is regular. The proof of Lemma 2.4 still goes through though if we know that the pre-images of small separations are small:
S be a bijective homomorphism of separation systems. If R is nested, S is a tree set, and
is small, then f is an isomorphism of tree sets.
Proof. It suffices to show that the inverse of f is order-preserving. Let
by assumption. Therefore we may assume that f ( → r 1 ) f ( → r 2 ) and hence r 1 = r 2 . Since R is nested r 1 and r 2 have comparable orientations. If
, contradicting the fact that S contains no trivial element.
, again contradicting the fact that S contains no trivial element. Hence
Finally, we introduce the following non-standard notation: for separations → r and → s in some separation system we write 3 Profinite tree sets
Introduction
We refer the reader to [5] for an introduction to inverse limits of sets, inverse systems of separation systems, and profinite separation systems. In particular we assume familiarity with Section 3, Section 4, and Section 5 up to Example 5.7 of [5] ; we shall follow the terms and notation given there.
Let S = ( → S p | p ∈ P ) be an inverse system of finite separation systems and
To enhance readability, when no confusion is possible, we will simply write → s ∈ → S for separations in → S and implicitly assume that → s = ( → s p | p ∈ P ). Thus, if no context is given, → s p will always be the projection of → s to → S p . We are interested in the relations between properties of the → S p and the properties of → S : which structural properties of separation systems can be 'projected downwards' from → S , and which can be 'lifted upwards' from the → S p to → S ? In [5] this question was answered for the two properties of being nested, and being regular: both of these properties 'lift up' in the sense that if all → S p are nested (resp. regular), then → S is nested (resp. regular), too. Moreover, both of these properties also 'project downwards': if → S is nested (resp. regular), then the → S p can be assumed to be nested (resp. regular), too. More precisely: every nested (resp. regular) profinite separation system is the inverse limit of nested (resp. regular) finite separation systems.
Indeed, the following was shown in [5] :
).
(i) Every inverse limit of finite regular separation systems is regular.
(ii) Every profinite regular separation system is an inverse limit of finite regular separation systems.
The same assertion holds with 'regular' being replaced by 'nested' and follows from [5, Lemma 5.4] .
The proof of Proposition 3.1 is straightforward: (i) follows directly from the definition of an inverse limit of separation systems. For (ii), one observes that if every → S p in an inverse system S = ( → S p | p ∈ P ) contains a small separation, then these small separation lift to a common element of → S = lim ← − S, which will be small, too. Therefore if → S is regular then S must already contain a sub-system of regular finite separation systems whose inverse limit is → S . However, already in [5] it was observed that the same is not true for trivial separations: it is possible that some [5, Example 5.7] for an example of this behaviour. The problem with these so-called finitely trivial separations is that the witnesses of the triviality of → s p in → S p may not lift to a witness of the triviality of → s in → S . The aim of this section is to overcome the difficulties laid out above and establish the following theorem:
As [5, Example 5.7] shows, it is not possible to prove (ii) of Theorem 1.1 with a direct compactness argument. Therefore a new approach is needed in order to establish Theorem 1.1. Before we get to this we shall briefly deal with the much easier special case of regular tree sets:
(i) Every inverse limit of regular finite tree sets is a regular tree set.
(ii) Every regular profinite tree set is an inverse limit of regular finite tree sets.
Proof. Assertion (i) follows directly from [5, Lemma 5.4 ], [5, Proposition 5.6(i)] and the fact that every regular nested separation system is a regular tree set as all trivial separations are small.
For (ii) let → S be a regular tree set with
. We may assume without loss of generality that S is surjective; then every → S p is nested. Furthermore as seen in the proof of [5, Proposition 5.6(ii)] there exists some
is the desired inverse system of finite regular tree sets.
Let us now return to Theorem 1.1. Its first part is straightforward to prove:
We will postpone the proof of (ii) until the end of Section 3.3. Our approach shall be to decompose a given tree set τ into finitely many parts which together form a finite tree set. The family of all these 'quotients' of τ should then form an inverse system whose inverse limit is precisely τ . However the exact definition of these decompositions is fairly technical, and we introduce it in the next section.
Distinguishing separations
This section lays the technical foundations for the proof of Theorem 1.1. Given a tree set τ our aim is to find a way of defining finite quotients of τ that form an inverse system of finite tree sets whose inverse limit is isomorphic to τ . The latter part of this will be done in the next two sections, while in this section we define these 'finite quotients' and analyse their properties.
To this end for any finite set of stars in τ we define an equivalence relation on τ which essentially breaks up τ into finitely many chunks. After proving a few basic facts about this equivalence relation we find certain conditions that ensure that the equivalence classes of τ form a finite tree set, as needed for the proof of Theorem 1.1(ii).
Following this main part of the section we analyse these equivalence relations a bit more and prove a few key lemmas.
Let τ be a tree set. A selection of τ is a non-empty finite set D ⊆ τ of oriented separations with |σ ∩ D| = 1 for every splitting star σ of τ .
Let us show that any selection D of τ divides τ into different sections between the stars that meet D. We make this precise by defining an equivalence relation ∼ D on τ .
Recall that, for
For a separation → s ∈ τ and a selection D let
. This is an equivalence relation with finitely many classes. For a selection D of τ and separations → r ≤ → s it follows from the definitions that
is never empty and in fact contains an element of every splitting star that meets D,
The next lemma shows a few basic properties of ∼ D . The first of these is especially important, as it will enable us to turn the equivalence classes of ∼ D on τ into a separation system. 
(ii) By the observation above 
(v) This follows from (i) and (iv).
We now define precisely in which way we want to turn the equivalence classes of τ into a separation system.
Let D be a selection of a tree set τ . Then write
r . If for some selection D the relation ≤ of τ /D is a partial order then τ /D is a separation system by Lemma 3.3(i). In that case τ /D would even be nested because τ is.
Our aim is to ensure that τ /D is a tree set. For this we first find sufficient conditions for ≤ to be a partial order, and then show that these conditions are strong enough to ensure that τ /D does not contain any trivial elements.
The relation ≤ on τ /D is reflexive by definition, thus we need to show that it is transitive and anti-symmetric. For the latter no further assumptions are needed, so we begin by proving the anti-symmetry. Lemma 3.4. Let τ be a tree set and D a selection. If
Proof. We have
This shows that ≤ on τ /D is antisymmetric. To prove transitivity we need further assumptions, as the following example demonstrates. The edge tree set τ (T ) (as defined in [3] ) is regular and we have (6, 3) ≤ (3, 2) and (4, 3) ≤ (3, 6) . For the selection D = {(1, 2), (3, 2) , (3, 4) , (5, 4) } the edges (2, 3) and (3, 4) 
This example exploits the fact that there is a branching star (i.e., a splitting star of size at least three) that does not meet D between two splitting stars that do meet D. In order to prevent this counterexample to transitivity one could ask that D meets every branching star that lies between two elements of D. But this alone is not enough to ensure that ≤ on τ /D is transitive: if we replace the separation (6, 3) in Example 3.5 above with a chain of order type ω the resulting tree set would not have any branching stars, but the transitivity of ≤ would still fail for the same reason. Therefore we also need an assumption on τ that ensures that whenever there is a three-star as in the example above we can also find a branching star, which would then be subject to the condition on D.
Recall that
lies in a splitting star of size at least three.
Call a selection D of a tree set τ branch-closed if
Furthermore τ is chain-complete if every non-empty 1 chain C ⊆ τ has a supremum in τ .
Let us see an example of a chain-complete tree set: We claim that the two conditions that τ is chain-complete and D branch-closed are enough to ensure that ≤ on τ /D is transitive and hence a partial order. Before we prove this claim we need to establish some basic properties of chain-complete tree sets, beginning with the fact that every chain has not only a supremum but an infimum too: Lemma 3.7. Let τ be a chain-complete tree set and C a chain. Then C has an infimum in τ .
Proof. Consider the chain
and let ← s be its supremum in τ . Then → s is the infimum of C.
Recall that an orientation O of τ is splitting if every element of O lies below some maximal element of O.
The usual way to find a branching star in a tree set τ is to define a consistent orientation with three or more maximal elements and then show that it is splitting. The first part can be done with the Extension Lemma (Lemma 2.1). For the latter part the following lemma provides a sufficient condition for a consistent orientation to be splitting. It turns out that having two maximal elements is already enough, if τ is chain-complete: With Lemma 3.8 we can now show that if we have a three-star in a chain-complete tree set we can find a branching star 'in the same location': Proposition 3.9. Let τ be a chain-complete tree set and σ a star with exactly three elements. Then there is a unique branching star σ of τ such that every element of σ lies below a different element of σ .
Then R is a chain and by assumption → r = sup R exists. As ← s and ← t are lower bounds for R we have The uniqueness follows from the fact that if σ 1 and σ 2 are two distinct splitting stars, there is a → s ∈ σ 2 which is an upper bound for all elements of σ 1 but one. Hence if three separations lie below different elements of σ 1 , at least two of them will lie below the same element of σ 2 .
This proposition is useful as it often allows us to work with splitting stars without loss of generality in the context of selections. We will also use it in the next section, especially the uniqueness part which is not important in this section.
We now show in three steps that ≤ on τ /D is transitive for branch-closed D and chain-complete τ . First we show that if a counterexample to the transitivity exists it must be a three-star with one element equivalent to the inverse of the second, as in Example 3.5. Then we apply Proposition 3.9 to this three-star to obtain a branching star, of which we show that it is still a counterexample to the transitivity. Finally we derive a contradiction to the assumption that D is branch-closed. Lemma 3.10. Let τ be a tree set and D a selection. If ≤ on τ /D is not transitive then there is a three-star This completes the first of the three steps. In the next step we show that if a counterexample to the transitivity of ≤ exists there is a counterexample which is a branching star.
Lemma 3.11. Let τ be a chain-complete tree set and D a selection. If ≤ on τ /D is not transitive then there is a three-star
An application of Proposition 3.9 yields a branching star σ with a three-star
For the third step we need to show that there are elements of D that allow us to apply the branch-closedness of D to derive a contradiction. 
Repeating this argument for a Finally we put the above lemmas together to prove that ≤ in τ /D is transitive. Proof. Suppose ≤ is not transitive. Then by Lemma 3.11 there is a three-star
As D is branchclosed and → s 1 a branching point this implies → s 1 ∈ D; but then → s 1 ∈ D + ( → s 2 ) \ D + ( → s 1 ), contrary to the assumption that → s 1 ∼ D → s 2 . Hence ≤ is transitive as claimed.
Therefore ≤ on τ /D is a partial order, so τ /D is a nested separation system for chaincomplete τ and branch-closed D. To prove that τ /D is a tree set it is thus left to show that it does not contain any trivial elements.
The next example shows that τ /D may well contain a trivial element even in cases where ≤ is a partial order. However, this too exploits that D is not branch-closed, and we will subsequently prove that τ /D is indeed a tree set for branch-closed D. The edge tree set τ (T ) is regular. For the selection D = {(2, 5), (6, 5) , (3, 7) , (8, 7)} we have (1, 2) ∼ D (4, 3) and thus [(1, 2)] D ≤ [(2, 3)] D , [(3, 2)] D . As D distinguishes (1, 2) from (2, 3) and from (3, 2) this means that [(1, 2)] D is trivial in τ (T )/D.
The proof that τ /D has no trivial elements if τ is chain-complete and D is branchclosed will again be carried out in multiple steps. First we show that the configuration from Example 3.14 is the only possible type of counterexample. Following that we prove that if this counterexample occurs there are elements of D we can use to apply the branch-closedness of D with. Lemma 3.15. Let τ be a chain-complete tree set and D a branch-closed selection. If τ /D contains a trivial element then there are
Proof. If τ /D contains a trivial element then there are
x } is a three-star as in Lemma 3.11 and 3.12, which we know is impossible as shown in the proof of Lemma 3.13 if D is branchclosed. By Lemma 3.3(ii)
x , so this is also impossible. Hence the only relation r and y can have is → r ≤ → y , and then → r ≤ → y ≤ ← s as desired.
The next step is to find → d 1 , → d 2 ∈ D with certain relations to the separations from Lemma 3.15, which we can later apply the assumption that D is branch-closed to so as to obtain a contradiction. Lemma 3.16. Let τ be a tree set and D a selection. Let
Proof. By Finally we combine the above lemmas and use Proposition 3.9 to prove that τ /D has no trivial elements. 
Proposition 3.9 applied to the three-star { → x , → d 2 , ← s } then yields a branching star σ and some We have assembled all the parts necessary to show that τ /D is a finite tree set: Proposition 3.18. Let τ be a chain-complete tree set and D a branch-closed selection. Then τ /D is a finite tree set.
Proof. As D is finite there are only finitely many subsets of D and hence only finitely many equivalence classes of ∼ D , so τ /D is finite. The relation ≤ on τ /D is reflexive by definition, anti-symmetric by Lemma 3.4 and transitive by Lemma 3.13 and thus a partial order. The involution ( For the study of τ /D it is essential to know the behaviour of chains of τ with regard to ∼ D . It turns out that the equivalence classes of τ are chain-complete themselves if τ is; we don't even need the assumption that D is branch-closed for this: Proposition 3.20. Let τ be a chain-complete tree set, D a selection, and
In particular [ → t ] D has a maximal (and a minimal) element.
Proof. Let C be a chain in the equivalence class [ → t ] D with supremum → s in τ . The claim is trivial if → s ∈ C. Thus we may assume that → s / ∈ C. Then ← s cannot lie in a splitting star σ of τ , as in that case some other element → s of σ would be an upper bound of C with 
To apply Lemma 3.22 in practice it is useful to have a sufficient condition for σ to meet D. The following lemma accomplishes this by showing that a splitting star σ of τ must meet D as soon as it meets at least three equivalence classes of ∼ D :
For the surjectivity of ϕ we will rely on Corollary 3.21. This is the most technical splitting star, in which C(s, s ) is finite for all regular s, s in τ . For every infinite splitting star σ let ν(σ) be a small separation in σ, and let D be the set of all branchclosed selections D of τ with ν(σ) / ∈ D for every infinite splitting star σ of τ . Then (τ /D | D ∈ D) is an inverse system of finite tree sets and the map ϕ :
is an isomorphism of tree sets.
Proof. By Proposition 3.18 each τ /D is a finite tree set. The set D ordered by inclusion is a directed set: to see this, let D, D ∈ D and set Proof. Suppose σ ⊆ τ is an infinite maximal star, and τ = lim ← − (S p | p ∈ P ). Let σ p be the projection of σ to S p . For every p ∈ P there must be some → s p ∈ S p which is the image of infinitely many elements of σ. As σ is a star such a → s p has to be small. For p ∈ P let σ p be the set of all → s p ∈ S p which are the projection of infinitely many elements of σ. Then (σ p | p ∈ P ) is an inverse system of finite sets with a non-empty inverse limit, and its elements are also elements of τ . Let → s ∈ lim ← − (σ p | p ∈ P ) be such an element. As every → s p is small so is → s . Moreover → s p ≤ ← r p for all p ∈ P and → r ∈ σ, so → s ∈ σ by maximality.
As every splitting star of a tree set is also an inclusion-maximal star, Proposition 3.27 clearly implies that profinite tree sets contain no regular infinite splitting stars.
Let us call a tree set star-finite if it contains no infinite star. Then Proposition 3.27 implies that all regular profinite tree sets are star-finite: Corollary 3.28. Regular profinite tree sets are star-finite.
Proof. If a profinite tree set contains an infinite star by Proposition 3.27 it also contains a small separation. Hence regular profinite tree sets do not contain infinite stars.
A tree set τ that contains no infinite star clearly contains no regular infinite splitting star either. Furthermore if C(s, s ) was infinite for any s, s ∈ τ then the set of all separations in τ \ C(s, s ) that belong to a branching star of τ which meets C(s, s ) is an infinite star in τ . Therefore Lemma 3.25 together with Proposition 3.24, 3.26 and 3.27 implies the following characterization of the regular profinite tree sets: To complete the proof of Theorem 1.1 it remains to show that that C(s, s ) is finite for all regular s, s in a profinite tree set τ . We do this in three steps. First we show that every infinite chain has some limit element. Then we show that if → m ∈ τ is the supremum of a chain of branching points it must be co-small; and finally we infer that C(s, s ) can only be infinite if one of s and s is non-regular.
The first step is more about posets and chain-complete tree sets than about profinite tree sets: Lemma 3.30. Let τ be a chain-complete tree set and C an infinite chain in τ . Then there is a sub-chain C ⊆ C that does not contain both its infimum and its supremum in τ .
Proof. We may assume that C contains its infimum and supremum in τ as otherwise C := C is as desired.
Let us define C ≤ → s := Then L is a non-empty sub-chain of C. Let → l be the supremum of L in τ ; if → l / ∈ L then L is as desired. If on the other hand → l ∈ L then L is finite, so R := C \ L is infinite. Let
Representing profinite tree sets
In [3] Diestel explored the various ways in which a tree set can be represented by a nested system of bipartitions of some groundset. Typically the groundset used to represent a tree set τ is the set O(τ ) of consistent orientations of τ , or a suitable subset of O(τ ). The representation comes in the form of a map ϕ : τ → B(O(τ )), where B(X) denotes the set of (non-trivial) oriented bipartitions of X, such that ϕ is an isomorphism of tree sets between τ and its image. As B(X) is a regular separation system only regular tree sets can be represented by such bipartitions.
Diestel proved that the set of directed consistent orientations of a tree set can be used to represent that tree set, where an orientation O is directed if O is a directed set. A tree set is ever-branching if it contains no inclusion-maximal proper star of order 2. In the remainder of this section we will show that every profinite tree set without a splitting two-star fulfills the assumptions of Theorem 4.1, i.e. that it is ever-branching. Following that we shall use our insights from Section 3.3 to show that every regular profinite tree set can be represented by the bipartitions of its closed consistent orientations.
The first part of this is straightforward:
A splittable tree set is ever-branching if and only if it has no splitting two-star.
